Knowledge Management in a Dynamic Manufacturing Context: A Case Study
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Abstract. Continuous improvement or just improvement is a necessity for companies in a dynamic environment. To be more competitive companies must adapt to the changing internal and external environment. To adapt implies making decisions and taking actions in an informed way. Assuming that Knowledge is widespread over the company, companies may develop knowledge management systems (KMS) to capture and disseminate knowledge, but there is not a universal set of requirements to do it. This paper shows, through a case study, a methodology to manage knowledge developed by a renowned manufacturer of electronic products. In this company, it is studied the impact of process improvement on management practices and collaborators behavior. The development of a KMS, in a dynamic context, is discussed and assessed through a survey. The features of this system allow us to consider it as a KMS. The KMS leverages the use of collaborative tools and supports the verified performance improvements.
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Introduction

Industries are continually challenged to provide the best return on investment for their shareholders and are facing changes due to the dynamic environment. Their activities can be influenced by internal or external factors [1], such as new laws, new competitors, new products/services, new technical requirements, new materials, new employees or new customer requirements. These factors put pressure on companies that can be described as a complex system, with multiple objectives related to production quantity, production quality, deadlines, and process efficiency. Thus, in competitive sectors, companies must adapt to find better ways of fulfilling multiple objectives and provide the best return on investment for their shareholders. Good solutions, in terms of layout, production plan, quality control, management directives, work instructions may become ineffective and/or inefficient as changes occur in this system.

To deal with change, to improve the quality of the product or service, and stay competitive, companies may introduce quality improvement programs such as quality circles, statistical process control (SPC), total quality management (TQM), six sigma, to name a few, developed in the manufacturing industry [2]. These allow putting in place methods to identify problems, potential problems or inefficiencies and devise
solutions to solve these problems. For example, in quality management, there is a set of quality control and quality improvement activities that should be planned and implemented [3]. The key elements in these plans are the people who make decisions and take actions. For example, in quality improvement projects such as Six Sigma, black belts are key to provide technical knowledge and experience from previous improvement projects, while in quality control circles the team solves problems, gathers information and knowledge about the processes, its problems and adopted solutions. When defining corrective or preventive actions using the PDCA, team members should learn from success and from failure [3]. Other improvement methods such as benchmarking adapt the best solution to a new context. In all these examples, knowledge is at the center of these change processes and is intangible, context-specific, and dynamic but, according to [4], knowledge is difficult to grasp, transfer, imitate and transact. From these examples, a research question that can be posed is: how can change be managed, in the context of process improvement, to use existing and newly created knowledge, so that future improvements are more efficient?

To answer this research question, a literature review is presented on knowledge management, followed by a case study that shows how a large multinational company, that applies continuous improvement on a daily basis, developed a method to manage knowledge. The paper ends with a discussion of results and its impact on companies and for theory development of knowledge management.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 1 it is presented a literature review on the dynamic industrial environment and knowledge management. Section 2 presents the research methodology. In section 3 one case study presents the company dynamic context and the knowledge repository developed. In section 4 the knowledge management is assessed through a survey based on a questionnaire. The paper ends with conclusions and limitations of this work.

1. Knowledge management in manufacturing dynamic environments

1.1. Manufacturing dynamic environment

Companies need to adapt to changing market needs to stay competitive in the global market. This ability is becoming of increasing importance as product complexity increases; customer demand for product variety increases; product lifecycles shorten; legislation concerning areas such as materials, emissions and Safety tighten; and supply chains and customers become global [5].

The efficiency of processes can be addressed by waste identification and removal in both in the business design and manufacturing processes, leading to improved quality and profit margins [6]. Focus on quality leads directly to an increase in productivity and to other benefits, due to the ability of the company to produce standardized products, reduce variation, and increase the efficiency of its processes [7]. Currently, the attention of managers is focused on process improvement, as a consequence of dynamic changes taking place in the environment [1].

Companies may deploy quality improvement teams, particularly in manufacturing operations, quality improvement programs such as Six Sigma under its quality management function. These teams can be part of a continuous improvement program. Continuous improvement is defined as a “culture of sustained improvement targeting the elimination of waste in all systems and processes of the organization [8].
To understand causality between elements of a system, for example, a manufacturing system, a fishbone diagram or a cause-effect matrix, to relate cause and effect is typically used, but generally, the understanding is poor of the dynamic behavior of the improvement process [2, 9].

To improve the understanding and efficiency of these improvement processes, in quality control and improvement activities, people should collect data, analyze it for valid information, disseminate it, generate knowledge about possible solutions, transfer that knowledge to other employees, and make it available for reuse. As the steps follow and the application of an improvement method is repeated, individual knowledge is expanded and can reach the organizational level. For example, Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) can structure such activities [3]. Process improvement should be supported by the concept of knowledge management (KM), which enables the interaction between members of the organization [1].

Firms emphasizing learning invest in transferring knowledge from experienced employees to less experienced employees through activities like mentoring, apprenticeships and job rotation [10]. Systematically collecting and utilizing best practices and lessons learned are other means of supporting learning within the organization [11]. However, few companies have achieved this ideal, because managers do not know the precise steps for building a learning organization, nor to develop knowledge resources to support process improvement [1].

1.2. Knowledge management

Organizations need to properly manage knowledge to be able to meet the global competition, survive on the market and be successful [1, 11]. Thus, it can be concluded that methods of acquiring, collecting and transferring knowledge, information as well as exchanging experience become more important [1].

Many organizations use information and communication technologies to implement knowledge management systems (KMS). Such systems are specifically designed to support processes of knowledge creation, storage, retrieval, transfer and application [12]. However, there are no exact requirements to develop KMS [13] and its implementation is difficult since these systems are unstructured [14].

According to [14], KMS have three relevant features:

Knowledge repositories – are the most common type of KMS and emphasize the codification and storage of knowledge, through databases that document best practices, experiences and other codified knowledge of experts, to facilitate knowledge reuse. Knowledge repositories preserve organizational memory and provide functions for capturing, generating, organizing, searching, retrieving and using knowledge and information.

Knowledge Maps – are searchable indexes of expertise held by individual employees.

Collaborative tools – tools, such as groupware, email, chat, electronic forums and conferencing, provide communication and collaboration services. The collaborative tools enable knowledge exchange among knowledge seekers and knowledge providers.

Assuming that knowledge-sharing activities and management methods can differ in different contexts [11] and may be affected by the managers’ institutional and cultural contexts [11], this research will focus on knowledge management constructs associated with the context, the team members that use the KMS and collaborative tools.
2. Research methodology

The main objective of this work is to present how can continuous improvement be successfully applied so that its associated knowledge is captured and disseminated. To that end, a case study describes how a KMS was developed, in an LCD and LED TV production industry, in Brazil.

The specific objectives are to describe the internal dynamic context associated with continuous improvement and to analyze the development of a KMS.

The case study uses multiple sources of evidence that are enriched by the perception of the people involved in the lesson-learned procedure, particularly on soft aspects of knowledge repositories such as the management of the improvement teams (knowledge providers/seekers); team initiative and behavior; and the organizational context where change happens.

A research instrument was used in the form of a questionnaire was answered by 26 members, participants (managers, engineers, analysts, and technicians) in the improvement groups that contributed to the developed lessons-learned procedure.

Each of the questions contains a 10-point Likert scale for marking, by the respondent, their degree of agreement. If an overall agreement among respondents is high, it can be concluded that lesson-learned procedure contributes to knowledge management, particularly with the three sub-constructs related with group management (5 questions); group behavior (2 questions); and the organizational context (8 questions), as proposed by [15]. The 16 survey questions are presented in the appendix.

Data obtained from the application of the questionnaire were organized, coded and analyzed using an Excel® spreadsheet. First, descriptive statistics of the variables were calculated: the arithmetic mean as a measure of central tendency since it represents the data well and has the advantage of being a measure that takes into account all values. To measure the variability of data, the standard deviation was calculated. The number of valid observations was also recorded and null and unanswered questions were left blank.

3. Case study

3.1. Dynamic environment characterization

This section presents the company and, in particular, the new products introduction process and mass production, addressing, in particular, TVs and Monitors manufacturing and assembly.

The company Envision Ind. Eletronica, where the study was carried out, is classified as a large company (annual turnover = 2.5 Billion R$ and approximately 1200 employees) in the electro-electronic segment and belongs to a multinational group with its origins and headquarters in China. Its production is characterized as an intermittent process since its volume is determined by variable customer demand.

The company receives from other companies new products to be mass-produced. The Research and Development (R&D) Department, with the support of other departments develops the necessary activities to plan for its mass production. This process involves many activities. The existence of a New Product Introduction (NPI) plan is the basis for the successful launch of a product. The NPI receives products specifications and develops the necessary activities to mass-produce it. This involves
defining production plans, test equipment, and deploying a continuous improvement team to put in practice corrective and preventive actions to improve product and process efficiency.

For a given new product, the peaks of problems occur at the beginning of mass-production. After those initial problems are identified and overcome, the process may present some defects. This is mainly due to possible changes in the workforce, material quality, machine breakdown, engineering changes, and operational failures, among others. When this occurs, the company needs to act cooperatively, to find solutions.

In the last 6 years (2011-2016), the number of new products introduced to mass-production per year, ranged from 37 to 50, with an average of 43.3 new products introduced per year. During this period a continuous improvement team using basic quality tools had the responsibility to identify and reduce problems. Overall, the percentage of defective items was 2.19% in the first 3 years and less than 0.98% in the last 3 years. Details of these improvements are presented in [16]. The organization has never ceased to have problems, but gradually learned to reduce them in a systematic way.

The continuous improvement team, involving 26 employees, consists of representatives from several departments: Production, Quality, and Engineering, which would solve the problems of product quality. The definition of the team and the responsibility for each member was based on knowledge, motivation, and experience.

The improvement activities developed in the company generated significant changes in the NPI process and mass-production. The team identified an evolution in problem-solving, such as the involvement of departments, which began to act more quickly. During this period performance indicators were displayed to all employees, through an updated, real-time electronic scoreboard, posted at the beginning of each production line. Work instructions and procedures were also improved, as well as the implementation of a smarter quality policy, based on the practical knowledge of the employees and adapted to the demands of the main customers, such as Sony, Panasonic, Lenovo, and Dell.

To explain how the company achieved, maintained and improved this quality performance, the next section will describe the developed knowledge management system.

3.2. Knowledge management system

The company developed and implemented the Lessons-Learned Procedure, with the objective that Quality, Production and Electrical and Mechanical Engineering departments register and share among them experiences obtained in complex problem-solving situations in the organizational environment. This procedure in centered in people and starts as the last stage of any improvement process. It can also start when a new solution (recognized as a success) is developed to prevent some potential problem, particularly before mass-production.

The process improvement team identified criteria for each operational area to initiate a lesson-learned procedure. The criteria were related to the existence of Customer Complaints; Field Rework; Larger defects that generate rework; Line stoppage; or Safety.

The procedure (see Figure 1) requires the record of these problems in a standardized way to facilitate future interpretation. A form was developed to
standardize information gathering, which is stored in a relational database. The form has the following fields:

- ID: sequential number of lessons-learned record;
- Date: day, month, year of occurrence;
- Project or Model: project or model reference;
- Phase: PP (Pilot Production) or MP (Mass Production);
- Area /Department: where the problem/success was evidenced;
- Task: Workstation, event, activity, etc.;
- Problem/Success: Experience/fact that originated the lesson learned;
- Impact: effects (line stoppage, rework, percentage of defect, losses, etc.);
- Recommendation: suggestions for improvement, action to be taken, etc.;
- Image / attachment: photo or PowerPoint® presentation.

![Flowchart of lesson-learned procedure.](image-url)
Each new lesson-learned is assessed by the R&D department, which consolidates lessons learned and forwards them to other group companies and/or to the Original Equipment Manufacturer customer. This information is also available at the pilot line meeting (conducted prior to the introduction of a new product to be mass-produced) and closing meeting.

4. Discussion of results

The case study evidenced the factors identified in the literature review as the cause of increasing competitiveness, such as the increasing of product complexity/variety and the shortening of product lifecycles [5]. It also provides support to characterize the company context as dynamic, not only by the number of new products introduced per year that has been increasing but also because new employees were hired in the manufacturing company. This confirms the factors associated with a dynamic environment proposed by [1]: new laws, new competitors, new products/services, new technical requirements, new materials, new employees and new customer requirements.

To deal with the dynamic environment the company defined a continuous improvement team organized as a set of groups to carry on improvement projects. The main goal of this team is to improve yield, mainly by reducing defective units. During six years the percentage of defective units reduced steadily. Simultaneously the company designed and implemented a lesson-learned procedure, which can be classified as a KMS which supported this performance improvement as suggested by [17].

The improvement team developed a lesson-learned procedure, which includes a database to record and disseminate relevant knowledge. The company defined criteria to open a lesson-learned and the fields of the database. This database exhibits the features of a knowledge repository as proposed by [14].

The questionnaire answers assess the perception of the people involved in the improvement team regarding group management, group behavior, and organizational context. The results grouped by each sub-construct are presented in Figure 2. In general, results show a high level of agreement, suggesting that the lesson-learned procedure contributes to Knowledge Management. Answers related to context scored high values also suggesting that the company has in place adequate collaborative tools, other relevant feature of a KMS, according to [14].

5. Conclusions

Continuous improvement is a necessity for manufacturing companies in dynamic environments. This case study evidenced the dynamic context resulting from the introduction of new products to be mass-produced and quality improvement over the years was measured by the percentage of defective items.

To be competitive this process improvement must be effective and efficient. The developed system proved to be effective in managing knowledge, despite knowledge being intangible [4] difficult to grasp and transfer. To that end a lesson-learned procedure was developed and implemented by the Quality department as a tool to facilitate process improvement, corresponding to features of a knowledge repository.
The assumption, by [14], that by using knowledge repositories employees can be more efficient at work, despite possible problems in decision making caused by data quality issues [18], is supported by this case study, since over the six years the number of new products introduced per year increased and the quality performance indexes improved.

The team members were both knowledge providers/holders and knowledge users, considering the classification proposed by [19]. In this classification, there are also a knowledge organizer and a knowledge manager. The knowledge producers and the knowledge users must accept the KMS and use it. The applied questionnaire evidenced agreement with sub-concepts related with good practices of group management and group behavior. Additionally, the questionnaire also suggests that the context enables the use of collaborative tools, which is another feature of a KMS [14].

This work presented evidence on managing best practices and lessons learned supporting learning within the organization, as suggested by [11]. It can also contribute to defining a set of requirements to develop KMS, fulfilling a gap identified by [13].

The main limitation of this work is that conclusions are based on a single case study, however, in inductive research, the reliability issue depends more on multiple sources of data [20]. Additionally, the case study was centered on the improvement team and did not assess the perception of KMS users from other group companies or the team that develop new products. This latter aspect could be a valuable future work to refute or consolidate these work conclusions.
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Appendix – Questions used in the survey

**Group management**
1. When new members are invited to be part of improvement projects, the group passes them everything they have learned.
2. Members are influenced by the vision of a charismatic person who motivates them to practice continuous improvement.
3. The experience of the senior staff is used to enhance the effective potential of the lessons learned.
4. The company uses consultants, professional meetings, benchmarks, conventions or another type of exchange process to increase the added value of improvement projects.
5. There is a department or function in the organization responsible for managing the data and information generated by the improvement/lessons-learned groups.

**Group Behavior**
6. When group members need to discover or research something relevant to the work, the team transposes technical or departmental boundaries in order to achieve its objective.
7. The group gathers information from different backgrounds and disciplines for problem analysis and resolution.

**Context**
8. The members of the improvement groups have a wide variety of media of choice (telephone, cell phones, e-mail, internet, murals, video/audio conferencing, etc.).
9. There is an encouragement in the company to use rigorous quality tools to chart the right course of the project.
10. The knowledge generated by improvement groups is lost due to staff turnover.
11. Improvement teams learn about the problems also from the practices and strategies of their competitors.
12. Since considered satisfactory, the team studies and adopts the solutions that have been given by suppliers and partner companies with similar problems.
13. Group members use computer systems to disseminate what they have learned during the improvement project.
14. The media used by groups to disseminate their knowledge work quickly and efficiently.
15. The knowledge generated by the improvement groups about the problems and their own performance in the use of the lessons learned are easy to access and retrieve.
16. The computer systems where the information and data of the improvement groups are stored are easy to use.